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Productivity Revolution Project
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 MLIT has been conducting 20 projects to boost the productivity in various areas.

 As one of those projects, Maritime Bureau launched the project called 

“i-Shipping” in 2016.



Japanese Digitalization Project "i-Shipping"

 Design Phase

i-Shipping (design)

 Production Phase

i-Shipping (production)

 Operation Phase

i-Shipping (operation)

Quicker 

the design spiral
Smart Shipyard Safer, More Reliable and 

attractive ship

 “i-Shipping” project is aiming at accelerating

digitalization in maritime sector to enhance

productivities in all phases from design, production

and operation of ships.

 The project also targets the increase of safety and

reliability of ships and the improvement of working

condition for seafarers.

i-Shipping

 Innovation

 Information

 IoT ・・・

 Intelligence



Optimum routing Navigation support

Automatic Meteorological 

ObservationSafe LNG transport

Monitoring deck 

machinery
Prevention of engine 

plant trouble

Operation/Navigation support Machinery Monitoring

Real-time collision risk 

analysis  and decision 

support

Automatic reporting system of 

weather information

Enhancing analysis 

accuracy by automatic 

correction of numerical 

model of ship movement

Safer LNG transport 

with using ship-shore 

communications

Application of IoT to deck 

machinery of general cargo 

ship and bulk carriers

Application of big 

data to prevent 

engine plant failure 

for safety and cost-

reduction Visualizing onboard 

environment

Developing system to 

visualize onboard 

condition/environment

Stress monitoring

Hull Monitoring

Health monitoring of 

ship’s hull for very 

large container ships

Operation Phase of “i-Shipping”: on-going R&D 



“i-Shipping”, Moving ahead
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“i-Shipping”, Moving ahead

 Digitalization is affecting every aspects in maritime sector.

 “i-Shipping” project is now under periodic review in the Transport Policy 

Council and put a big focus on autonomous ship. 

 Design Phase

i-Shipping (design)

 Production Phase

i-Shipping (production)

 Operation Phase

i-Shipping (operation)



World’s First Ship Data Platform
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 “Ship Data Center” was established in 2015 by Class NK and industries as 

world’s first ship data platform across industries.

 There has been big discussions about the property rights of Bigdata.

Source: Ship Data Center



What is Autonomous Ship and What for?
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Source: Japan Ship Technology Research Association
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Roadmap of Automated Car

Current -2020 Target 2025 Not Determined

Level１

Level２

Level ３
(Target 2020）

Level ４
Level５

Source: NHTSA(US)

Source: MLIT

Level Who does what, when

0 The human driver does all the driving.

1
An advanced driver assistance system (ADAS) on the vehicle can sometimes assist the human driver with either steering or 

braking/accelerating, but not both simultaneously.

2

An advanced driver assistance system (ADAS) on the vehicle can itself actually control both steering and braking/accelerating

simultaneously under some circumstances.  The human driver must continue to pay full attention (“monitor the driving 

environment”) at all times and perform the rest of the driving task.

3

An Automated Driving System (ADS) on the vehicle can itself perform all aspects of the driving task under some circumstances.

In those circumstances, the human driver must be ready to take back control at any time when the ADS requests the human 

driver to do so.  In all other circumstances, the human driver performs the driving task.

4
An Automated Driving System (ADS) on the vehicle can itself perform all driving tasks and monitor the driving environment –

essentially, do all the driving – in certain circumstances.  The human need not pay attention in those circumstances.

5
An Automated Driving System (ADS) on the vehicle can do all the driving in all circumstances.  The human occupants are just 

passengers and need never be involved in driving.



Three axis of Autonomous Ship Development (Concept)
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ODD: Operational 

Design Domain

Represents the coverage of

design conditions such as

weather/sea condition, time,

area, traffic density, applied

regulation, infrastructure,

etc.
Operation Task

Represents the coverage

of tasks such as

maneuvering, machinery

control/maintenance,

cargo management,

berthing, cargo handling,

etc.

Autonomy Level

Represents autonomy level

of systems.

 Development of Autonomous ship could be represented conceptually by three axis, i.e. 

Autonomy Level, Operation Task and Operational Design Domain. 

 From macro perspective, autonomous ship will be developed in such manner as 

expanding coverages in all three axis. 

 The speed of expansion in each axis could be varied.



Gradual Evolution towards Autonomous Ship
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 From technology development perspective,  the ship will make evolution gradually 

from conventional ship towards autonomous ship.

 In foreseeable future, such shiptype as bulker, tanker and container ship would be still 

be manned.

Conventional Ship

Connected 

Ship

Semi-Autonomous Ship 

 Machinery and 

equipment 

connected to the 

network

 Bigdata from various

onboard sensors

 Simple decision

support such as

optimized routing

and machinery alert

system

 Concrete feedbacks from the system to 

seafarers, including action proposal such as 

taking collision avoiding maneuver

 System can perform specific action 

autonomously if seafarers approved so.

 Remote control function to be introduced.

Autonomous Ship

 Covers all normal ODD and most 

tasks with high level of autonomy

 Broad regulatory and liability issue 

need to be addressed for this stage.



Gradual Evolution towards Autonomous Ship
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 From technology development perspective,  the ship will make evolution gradually 

from conventional ship towards autonomous ship.

 In foreseeable future, such shiptype as bulker, tanker and container ship would be still 

be manned.

Conventional Ship

Phase I MASS

Phase II MASS

 Machinery and 

equipment 

connected to the 

network

 Bigdata from various

onboard sensors

 Simple decision

support such as

optimized routing

and machinery alert

system

 Concrete feedbacks from the system to 

seafarers, including action proposal such as 

taking collision avoiding maneuver

 System can perform specific action 

autonomously if seafarers approved so.

 Remote control function to be introduced.

Phase III MASS

 Covers all normal ODD and most 

tasks with high level of autonomy

 Broad regulatory and liability issue 

need to be addressed for this stage.

MASS: Maritime 

Autonomous Surface Ship



Proposed Roadmap (under discussion)

-2020 -2025 2025-
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Necessary measures for Phase II MASS 

(domestic)

Study and discussion for Phase III MASS

Scoping Exercise
Amendment 

Discussion

Phase I MASS

Phase II MASS

Phase III

Developing Guidelines

Necessary Measures for Phase II MASS 

(International)
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R&D and Trial
Wide Spreading

R&D and Trial

Wide Spreading

R&D and Trial



CONCLUSION

• “i-Shipping” policy is under periodic review.

• Digitalization and Innovation is the key for future shipping and 

maritime industry.

• Autonomous ship is emerging but its image is still “vague” or 

“varied”.

• As full autonomous ship (“Phase III”) still needs substantial time 

to be realized for major commercial ships, it would be worth 

having more realistic “semi-autonomous” category, i.e. “Phase 

II” especially for regulatory review work. 
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Thank you !


